
Williamsburg, Brooklyn: the area’s young, arty people
largely move about without private cars
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By Robert Wright in New York

The modern apartment blocks and converted warehouses
that look across the East River from Williamsburg, in
Brooklyn, are a sign of the New York district’s
gentrification. The steady stream of fashionably retro-
looking bicycles along Kent Avenue’s bike lanes testifies to
how the area’s young, arty population largely move about
without private cars.

The concern for US carmakers is whether Williamsburg’s
young people foreshadow a general decline in car use also

suggested by a reduction in the number of teenagers obtaining driving licences.

“There’s an attitudinal shift that’s happening,” says Sheryl Connelly,
a futurologist at Ford Motor, the US’s second-biggest carmaker by

sales.

The latest generation of young adults has more alternatives to the car, Ms Connelly suggests. Cities
such as Portland, Oregon, have successfully encouraged far greater bike use, while public transport
is far better in some places than 30 years ago.

“The car doesn’t hold the same imagery that it did in the Sixties or Seventies,” she says.

Ford has sought to counteract the apparent disillusionment by agreeing to supply Ford cars for the
college campus sites of Zipcar, the car-sharing service. The company hopes students will grow used
to its cars and, when they eventually buy for themselves, be more inclined to buy Ford.

Ford has also, like other big US carmakers, sought to make its cars integrate better with mobile
phones and other mobile devices that play the central role in many young adults’ lives that cars
once did.

Noah Budnick, deputy director of Transportation Alternatives, a New York-based pressure group
for alternatives to car use, nevertheless predicts a wholesale shift in urban development and travel
patterns.

“I think that in 10 years from now we’re going to look back to the Sixties and Seventies as an
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anomaly,” he says. “Right now, we’re returning back to normal by moving back into cities.”

But the carmakers also recognise that at least some longer-term trends are likely to reassert
themselves.

JoAnn Heck, Chrysler’s director of consumer and market insights, says young people’s driving
licence applications are “more deferred than not-going-to-happen”. The generation involved has
suffered disproportionately from poor economic conditions in recent years and faces higher
insurance costs and tougher driving test requirements than predecessors.

“As soon as they start working and getting jobs, they’re going to go out and need to get a licence
and a car,” she says.

Even if there are long-term changes in travel patterns, Ms Heck adds, it will take many decades
before any US city shifts to other travel modes as comprehensively as Copenhagen, where 40 per
cent of trips to work and education are by bike.

New GPS technology that tells cars how to avoid traffic jams as well as automated systems for
taking the strain out of driving amid congestion should both encourage continuing car use even in
urban areas, Ms Heck adds

Alan Pisarski, author of the Commuting in America series of studies, accepts there is some increase
in cycling – albeit from a tiny proportion of trips in the US.

Mr Pisarski’s suspicion is that, despite carmakers’ scramble to react to the changes, the long-term
trend for married couples to buy cars and live in the suburbs may re-establish itself.

“There are areas in the country where young people are very noticeably moving into city centres
and enjoying these graduate student resorts,” Mr Pisarski says. “The question is, ‘What are those
people going to do when they’re 30?’”
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